
Telematics, Telemetry, Tracking, M2M (machine to machine) and Fleet or Asset Management 
are some of the latest buzz words and acronyms used to describe what we do. However, we 
believe that the success in any system is the way in which it is presented to the end user. 
Sprint Telematics have developed the system using the latest technology providing a 
sophisticated feature set designed to assist you in tracking and managing your work force. 
Whilst the business of telematics is technically complex, Sprint take care of these technologies
 and present them in an easy to use web based format. To assist you further, we provide a 
10 minute on-line video tutorial in addition to a downloadable user guide to assist you in 
taking full advantage of the system features. A glossary of terminology is available online.1
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In the fields of both mobile voice and mobile data, Sprint 
Communications have partnerships with all 5 mobile UK 
networks covering the fields of both voice and data communi-
cations. Our reputation has recently attained Sprint the 
Industry accolade of “Mobile Service Provider of the Year” 
for customer service and our in-house technical team’s 
commitment to constantly develop and enhance features to 
our clients. We are qualified to ensure business continuity 
with the peace of mind that historical data is readily backed 
up and made available at any time.
Sprint’s technology centre is the back bone of our corporate 
infrastructure which provides additional services including 
Sprint Integration who specialise in IT and telecommunica-
tion systems and Sprint Convergence for solutions in voice 
and data landline services. Many of our customers utilise the 
services of Sprint for all of their IT and telecommunication 
requirements in addition to relying on Sprint for their telem-
etry and mobile communication needs.

Sprint Telematics is part of the Sprint group of companies 
based in the UK. With a group turnover in excess of ten million 
pounds, we’ve enjoyed steady growth since the group 
Company was formed in 1991. Our customer commitment is 
further illustrated by the substantial ongoing investment in 
our Company’s corporate communications infrastructure.
All divisions of Sprint are constantly under assessment for 
quality and service. In addition, Sprint are registered to stand-
ards ISO 9001 for quality control and ISO 14001 for recycling 
on all its subsidiaries including Sprint Telematics. All our 
telemetry products meet the required CE standards for 
supply worldwide. Our software undergoes extensive user 
testing prior to final release ensuring quality of service.
Sprint Telematics provide solutions in Vehicle Tracking and 
Lone Worker management from Companies who need to be 
kept up to date with the location of its work force to fulfilling 
their legal obligations in providing safety in potentially hazard-
ous or dangerous environments.



For many users, it is important to view the location of more than one vehicle simultaneously
to ascertain distances and drive times from variable locations. Our live web based on-line
monitoring system will display all vehicles in real time on a map whereby each vehicle 
location may be zoomed in to at street level to show more detail in respect of the surrounding 
areas. Similarly, you can enter a post code to search and pin point an area on the map which
will also display the proximity of the other vehicles. This search facility provides an indication
as to the distances and times from the nearest vehicles to assist them in managing their �eet.2Live Tracking with Post Code Search 

Integration with Google’s photographic aerial and street View has become an important 
part of our on-line monitoring platform. We recognise that Google are the world’s premier
provider of photographic mapping technology which is fully viewable from our on-line 
monitoring system. A photographic aerial view is available from both the live and historical 
areas which can in turn zoom in to display a street level view where available. Google’s aerial 
and street views are constantly being updated region by region and can be used to give a 
better indication as to the vehicle’s surroundings. The vehicle location can then be easily 
emailed to another party who can view the location on-line in Google Maps.4
Google Aerial & Street View 

3
Graphical & Historical Reporting  
As important as the live tracking is the ability to view the history of each vehicle. As standard, 
a graphical “snail trail” of each vehicle journey can be displayed on the map. Each journey start
and stop is displayed with a green (start) and a red (stop) circular icon on each journey. The
“snail trail” between these icons will in turn display the route taken whereby further indication
such as speed and altitude will be shown in single mouse click. Our “Fleet Pro” version is 
also equipped to present this historical information as a printable report which may also be
exported to a 3rd party application such as Microsoft Excel. The report will also show vehicle 
idle times to indicate how long the engine has been running whilst the vehicle was stationary.



A Geofence is a de�ned region or area pre-set by the user on the monitoring system to activate 
an alarm when a speci�c vehicle enters or exits the zone. When this alarm is activated, an email 
is automatically sent to the user displaying information on entry or exit including the location 
which is viewable in Google Maps in a single mouse click – even from a smart phone! 
A Geofence can be also generated as a theft deterrent to automatically alert you by email, 
when the vehicle is moved from its usual location. Motion sensors in the Sprint Telematics
device, will also trigger the alarm if the vehicle is lifted to a trailer and stolen without the ignition
key. Multiple Geofences can be set on each vehicle providing multiple alerts so you can always
be assured of being kept up to date of the location of your workforce.6  
Geofence Territory Management 

Being the legal responsibility of the employer to provide a duty of care to its workforce, 
Sprint Telematics have the perfect solution for a lone worker environment. Similar in size and 
appearance to a small mobile phone, our Venture 2 handset may be programmed to trigger 
alarms to a central point so that appropriate emergency action may be taken. Alarms may be 
automatically generated to alert if the handset is dropped to indicate a “Man Down” scenario 
or con�gured with a panic button to signal where assistance is required. The Venture 2 Lone 
Worker solution also provides all of the features similar to that of the vehicle tracking solution
in terms of location and historic reporting. The on-line monitoring system will also provide the
ability to send instant messages to the Venture handsets whereby the lone worker may 
respond with 2 pre-set alternative answers. 7  
Lone Worker Monitoring 

Erratic driver behaviour in terms of excessive speeding, has become an issue for many 
organisations small and large. The on-line monitoring system provides valuable information
relating to the vehicle speed in the graphical and historical reporting areas together with the 
current live vehicle location. Zooming in on the historical “snail trail” will reveal directional 
arrows which when selected, indicates the speed of travel and can be broken down in to 
di�erent sections with colours displaying potential speeding zones. This makes it easy to 
as certain if the vehicle has been speeding which may as a consequence, compromise road 
safety and additional wear to the vehicle in addition to an adverse e�ect on fuel economy. 
This information is also downloadable as a printable report which can be presented to the 
driver to assist in improving their driving behaviour.5  
Speed Filtering & Reporting  



9  
Tailored Solutions

l0  
Many Companies using our platform have experienced a much quicker return on investment 
than originally indicated. Noticeably, the most immediate savings are likely to be a reduction 
in fuel costs but for many reasons, our customers have noted a decrease in vehicle usage. 
It is widely common for a work force in many organisations to operate their vehicle use more 
diligently knowing that they are being monitored and managed to improve e�ciency. 
Furthermore, many of our customers also experience a saving in time in gaining the ability to 
track vehicle locations and improve the management of their vehicle destinations. Instances of 
vehicle theft have also enabled our customers to liaise directly with the Police detailing the 
precise vehicle location so that the vehicle may be more easily recovered thus reducing
insurance claims. All these aspects may have a huge positive impact on the return on 
investment in your tracking system.

Return on Investment 

8  
Flexibility  
Recent years have seen many changes in service providers in the �eld of tracking. With 
much hardware becoming redundant as solutions evolve with technology, Sprint have taken 
steps to ensure that the hardware we supply is that of an “Open Architecture”. Furthermore, 
Sprint will not impose restrictions on our hardware or lock the device to only operating with 
our mobile sim card. On the contrary, Sprint will empower your Company with the ability to 
switch your tracking devices to an alternative provider at any time, should you not be entirely 
happy with our service or solution. This guarantee is inherent in our commitment to providing 
our customers with freedom of choice. This facility is rarely o�ered by other telemetry service
providers but our customers may take some assurance in the knowledge that our tracking 
devices are not restricted and may be easily switched to an alternative mobile sim and/or
tracking software provider.

We all know that most organisations di�er in their operation and that to some Companies, 
one solution does not �t all. Sprint Telematics operates in many di�erent Industry Sectors 
from nursing to Haulage and from Security to Emergency Services. We can program our 
telemetry solutions to monitor and report back any variable data from amount of fuel to
refrigeration temperature. This information may be programmed to display in the historical 
reporting section empowering you to monitor pre-set conditions and to trigger alarms 
where necessary. Our technical surveyors are trained to assess the viability in automating
procedures into our on-line monitoring systems at highly competitive rates where the 
requirement is over and above our standard o�ering.  Our tailored solutions may be designed 
to suit your needs and assist you in increasing productivity in your �eld.



Technology Centre;
18-19, Ryan House
Aviation Way
Southend-on-sea
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SS2 6UN

Tel: 0844 880 7747

Email: sales@sprinttelematics.net

Internet: www.sprinttelematics.net 

Head O�ce;
6 Honywood Road Business Park
Honywood Road
Basildon
Essex 
SS14 3HW

Tel: 0844 264 2647

Email: info@sprintcomms.co.uk

Internet: www.sprintcomms.co.uk

Sales Division;
Telemetry House
1 Fen Road Industrial Estate
Huntingdon 
Cambs 
PE28 3DD

Tel: 0844 264 0730

Email: sales@sprinttelematics.com

Internet: www.sprinttelematics.com 

Conclusion
In conclusion, we believe that Sprint Telematics is your perfect business partner for all your tracking and monitoring

requirements. Sprint specialise in assisting our customers in improving the execution of their supply chain through the use of 

our on-line web based monitoring system. Although Sprint are an organisation involved in technology, we work hard at not 

being technology led. Our aim is to understand the business processes, objectives and problems that our clients 

experience. We can then tailor innovative solutions to deliver real business benefit with clear and measurable return on 

investment with the assistance of technology. As fleet operating costs continue to rise and the transport and logistics market 

place becomes increasingly competitive, the need for organisations to get the most out of their vehicles and drivers whilst 

meeting customer service level expectations is paramount to the overall success of any transport, distribution or service 

business. Our aim is to provide the highest quality telemetry services in an easy to use, cost-effective solution. We will estab-

lish systems, processes, and solutions based on best practices and industry standards which will best suit your requirements.

  “Continually evolving solutions with your business needs”


